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Abstract

In many different applications we are given a set of constraints with the goal to decide
whether the set is satisfiable. If the set is determined to be unsatisfiable, one might be
interested in analysing this unsatisfiability. Identification of minimal unsatisfiable subsets
(MUSes) is a kind of such analysis. The more MUSes are identified, the better insight
into the unsatisfiability is obtained. However, the full enumeration of all MUSes is often
intractable. Therefore, algorithms that identify MUSes in an online fashion, i.e., one by
one, are needed. Moreover, since MUSes find applications in various constraint domains,
and new applications still arise, there is a desire for domain agnostic MUS enumeration
approaches.

In this paper, we present an experimental evaluation of four state-of-the-art domain
agnostic MUS enumeration algorithms: MARCO, TOME, ReMUS, and DAA. The evalu-
ation is conducted in the SAT, SMT, and LTL constraint domains. The results evidence
that there is no silver-bullet algorithm that would beat all the others in all the domains.

1 Introduction

In various areas of computer science, such as requirements analysis, model checking, or con-
straint processing, we are given a set of constraints with the goal to determine whether the set
of constraints is satisfiable, i.e. whether all the constraints can hold simultaneously. If the set
is determined to be unsatisfiable, it is usually desirable to analyse the unsatisfiability. Identifi-
cation of the minimal unsatisfiable subsets (MUSes) of the given set of constraints is a kind of
such analysis. A set of constraints is a minimal unsatisfiable subset (MUS) if it is unsatisfiable,
yet all of its proper subsets are satisfiable.

The problem of MUS identification was extensively studied in the past decades [8, 7, 28, 2,
26, 4, 11, 13]. The existing solutions can be divided into two categories: identification of a single
MUS, and enumeration of all MUSes. In our work we focus on the enumeration problem. Solu-
tions of this problem subsume the task of deciding whether a given concrete set of constraints is
satisfiable. Depending on the constrain domain, the satisfiability problem can be even NP-hard
and thus the test can be very expensive. On top of that, the number of all MUSes can be
exponential w.r.t. size of the constraint set and this makes the enumeration problem generally
intractable. Therefore we give preference to online algorithms which enumerate MUSes one by
one (and can be stopped any-time).

Furthermore, we can classify the existing MUS identification approaches either as domain
specific or domain agnostic (i.e. applicable in any constraint domain). In this work, we focus
on the domain agnostic approaches for MUS enumeration.

Domain agnostic MUS enumeration algorithms have shown to be very useful mainly due
to three reasons. First, there are still arising new applications where MUSes are searched for.
New applications may bring new constraint domains. In such a case, any domain agnostic
algorithm can be used almost immediately [22]. Second, the domain agnostic algorithms often
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form a basis for developing domain specific algorithms. Finally, contemporary domain agnostic
MUS enumeration algorithms often employ black-box domain specific subroutines. This makes
the domain agnostic algorithms competitive even to fully domain specific ones [2, 3, 29].

The domain agnostic algorithms were extensively studied in the recent years and several
algorithms were proposed [4, 25, 26, 30, 12, 11, 13, 10]. However, the relevant papers usually
present experimental evaluation of algorithms only in one constraint domain, typically in the
domain of Boolean (SAT) constraints. There is no evidence of how do these algorithms perform
in other domains.

In this work, we present an experimental evaluation of four state-of-the-art domain ag-
nostic online MUS enumeration algorithms: MARCO, ReMUS, TOME, and DAA. The
comparison is conducted in three constraint domains: SAT, SMT, and LTL. Our goal is to
examine the behaviour of the four algorithms in situation where the enumeration of all MUSes
is intractable (would take too much time). The main comparison criterion is thus the number
of identified MUSes within a given time limit.

We selected the three constraint domains because several applications of MUSes arised in
these domains recently (below, we provide two example use cases). Also, the three domains
vary in the complexity of the satisfiability problem going from relatively effectively solvable
NP-complete problem in the SAT domain to PSPACE-complete problem in the LTL domain.

CEGAR Use Case (SAT and SMT) In some model checking techniques, such as the
counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [16], we are dealing with the follow-
ing question: is the counterexample that was found in an abstract model feasible also in the
concrete model? To answer this question, a SAT or SMT formula cex ∧ conc encoding both
the counterexample cex and the concrete model conc is built and tested for satisfiability. If the
formula is unsatisfiable, then the counterexample is spurious and the negation of the formula
cex ∧ conc is used to refine the abstract model. Since both cex and conc are often formed
as a conjunction of smaller subformulas, the whole formula can be seen as a set of conjuncts
(constraints). Andraus et al. [1, 16] found out that instead of using the negation of cex ∧ conc
for the refinement, it is better to identify the MUSes of cex ∧ conc and use the negations of the
MUSes to refine the abstract model.

Requirements Analysis Use Case (LTL) In the requirements analysis, the constraints
represent requirements on a system that is being developed. Checking for satisfiability (also
called consistency) means checking whether all the requirements can be implemented at once.
If the set of requirements is unsatisfiable, the extraction of MUSes helps to identify and fix the
conflicts among the requirements [5, 9].

2 Evaluated Algorithms

As far as we know, the first domain agnostic MUS enumeration algorithm was presented by
Hou [24] and applied in the field of diagnosis. Hou’s algorithm is based on an explicit exploration
of every subset of the given constraint set, starting with the whole constraint set and exploring
individual branches of its power set. The author also presented some pruning rules to avoid
traversing irrelevant branches. Further improvements to Hou’s algorithm were presented later
by Han and Lee [23] and by de la Banda et al. [17]. A similar solution based on step-by-step
traversal of the power set was proposed by Bauch et al. [5]. However, the explicit exploration
of the power set is the bottleneck for all of these algorithms since the power set is exponentially
large w.r.t. the size of the given set of constraints. Consequently, a symbolic representation
of the power set was introduced into the MUS enumeration, launching into substantially more
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efficient algorithms. In our study we evaluate four contemporary algorithms that are based on
symbolic representation of constraint sets: MARCO, TOME, ReMUS, and DAA.

MARCO Liffiton et al. [25] and Silva et al. [30] presented independently two nearly identical
algorithms for MUS enumeration called MARCO [25] and eMUS [30], respectively. Both algo-
rithms were later merged into a single algorithm and presented under the name MARCO [26].
To avoid explicit exploration of all subsets of the given set C of constraints, MARCO maintains
a Boolean formula map to represent the unexplored subsets of C, i.e. the subsets whose satis-
fiability is not known yet. Each model of map corresponds to a single unexplored subset. To
find individual MUSes, MARCO iteratively picks a maximal unexplored subset and checks it
for satisfiability. The unsatisfiable subset is then shrunk (reduced) to a MUS. The shrinking is
performed as a black-box operation and can be implemented using any single MUS extraction
algorithm; this allows MARCO to be domain agnostic and yet indirectly exploit domain specific
properties of the particular constraint domains.

TOME Bend́ık et al. [11] proposed an algorithm called TOME which also uses a symbolic
representation of unexplored subsets and employs a black-box shrinking procedure. The most
expensive operation of the algorithm MARCO is the shrinking procedure. TOME tries to
optimise the price of this operation by shrinking small subsets. TOME builds a chain B ⊂
. . . ⊂ T of unexplored subsets that starts with a minimal unexplored subset B and ends with
a maximal unexplored subset T . If B is satisfiable and T is unsatisfiable, then the chain has
to contain a local MUS (local w.r.t. the chain). Using binary search, TOME finds the local
MUS and subsequently shrinks it to a global MUS. The motivation behind searching for local
MUSes is to find unsatisfiable subsets that are relatively close to global MUSes and thus are
easy to be shrunk. Moreover, TOME tries to predict the complexity of performing individual
shrinking and only those shrinks that seem to be cheap to perform are actually performed.

ReMUS Recursive algorithm ReMUS [12] also employs black-box shrinking procedures and
uses a symbolic representation of unexplored subsets. Similarly as TOME, ReMUS exploits
the observation that the larger set is being shrunk the harder is to shrink it. Thus, ReMUS
tends to find relatively small unsatisfiable unexplored subsets (seeds) for shrinking. In order to
do so, ReMUS recursively searches for seeds in smaller and smaller subsets of the given set of
constraints. In particular, the initial seed is found among the maximal unexplored subsets of
the original set C of constraints. Once a seed S is found, ReMUS shrinks it to a MUS M . To
find another MUS, the algorithm picks some R such that M ⊂ R ⊂ S, and recursively searches
for a seed among the maximal unexplored subsets of R.

DAA Bailey and Stuckey [4] proposed an algorithm called DAA which explores the power set
in a symbolic way but does not use any shrinking procedure. Instead, the algorithm is based
on the relationship between MUSes and the so-called minimal correction sets (MCSes). The
relationship states that every U ⊆ C is a MUS of C if and only if U is a minimal hitting set of the
set of all MCSes of C. To obtain individual MUSes, DAA in each iteration computes a minimal
hitting set H of already known MCSes, and tests H for satisfiability. If H is unsatisfiable, then
it is guaranteed to be a MUS of C. Otherwise, if H is satisfiable, it is grown to a maximal
satisfiable subset S, whose complement (C \S) is a MCS of C and thus the set of already known
MCSes is enlarged. The growing can be performed using any single MCS extraction algorithm
which allows DAA to indirectly exploit domain specific properties.

There are several other MUS enumeration algorithms [27, 2, 29, 22, 10, 3, 31, 32]. However,
the algorithms are either domain specific or do not enumerate MUSes in an online fashion.
Thus we do not include them in our evaluation.
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Figure 1: Scatter plots comparing the number of identified MUSes in the SAT domain.

3 Experimental Evaluation

We compare four domain agnostic MUS enumeration algorithms: MARCO, ReMUS, TOME,
and DAA. The comparison is carried out in three constraint domains: the domain of Boolean
constraints (SAT domain), the domain of Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT domain), and
the domain of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL domain). Recall that we focus on comparing
algorithms that enumerate MUSes online, i.e. one by one, and are suitable for benchmarks
where the complete MUS enumeration is within a given time limit intractable. We focus in our
comparison only on the intractable benchmarks. The comparative criterion is the number of
found MUSes within a given time limit.

All experiments were run using a time limit of 3600 seconds and computed on an Intel(R)
Xeon (R) CPU E5-2630 v2, 2.60GHz, 125 GB memory machine running Arch Linux 4.9.40-l-lts.
Complete results are available at

https://www.fi.muni.cz/~xbendik/domain-agnostic-evaluation/

3.1 SAT Domain

Benchmarks As experimental data in the SAT domain, we use a collection of 291 Boolean
formulae in conjunctive normal form that comes from the MUS track of the SAT 2011 com-
petition1. These benchmarks are used in several recent papers that focus on MUS enumera-
tion [26, 25, 11, 12] as well. The benchmarks range in their size from 70 to 16 million constraints

1http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/SAT11
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Figure 2: Cumulative plots.

and uses from 26 to 4.4 million variables. Only in case of 23 benchmarks all the evaluated al-
gorithms completed the enumeration. The remaining 268 benchmarks were intractable for at
least one of the evaluated algorithms, and thus, these are the benchmarks that we discuss in
the evaluation.

Implementation For evaluating MARCO, we used the original implementation2 by Liffiton
and Zhao. Similarly, we use the original implementation3 of ReMUS and TOME . DAA was
originally implemented in a different constraint domain, so we reimplemented it3. All the
implementations use the same external tools: MUSer2 [8] for shrinking, miniSAT [21] as a SAT
solver, and miniSAT [21] for maintaining a symbolic representation of the search space.

Results To measure the efficiency of individual algorithms for the intractable benchmarks we
provide scatter plots that pair-wise compare individual algorithms, see Figure 1. Each point
in the plot represents the result achieved by the two compared algorithms on one particular
benchmark; one algorithm determines the position on the vertical axis and the other one the
position on the horizontal axis. Note, that the plots are in a log scale. Since a plot in a log scale
cannot show the ”0” coordinate, we moved such points to the ”1” coordinate, i.e. the points
on edges of the plots correspond to benchmarks where an algorithm found either one MUS or
none.

A cumulative view on all algorithms provides Figure 2, part SAT. A point with coordinates
[x, y] should be read as ”for x benchmarks the algorithm computes as least y MUSes”. From
this we can conlude that ReMUS has the dominant position. Performing a further analysis of
the experimental data3, we can tell that ReMUS found strictly more MUSes than all the other
algorithms in 140 intractable benchmarks. MARCO, TOME, and DAA found strictly more
MUSes than all the other algorithms in 67, 13, and 12 intractable benchmarks, respectively.

2https://sun.iwu.edu/~mliffito/marco/marco_py-2.0.1.tar.gz
3https://www.fi.muni.cz/~xbendik/domain-agnostic-evaluation/
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Figure 3: Scatter plots comparing the number of identified MUSes in the SMT domain.

In case of 36 intractable benchmarks, there was no strict winner. Note that although DAA
performed the best in several instances, it was often the case that it found no MUS at all.

3.2 SMT Domain

Benchmarks In the SMT domain, we conducted the comparison on a collection of 433 bench-
marks from the QF UF, QF IDL, QF RDL, QF LIA and QF LRA divisions of the library
SMT-LIB4. These benchmarks range in their size from 5 to 145422 constraints and were al-
ready used for example in the work by Griggio et al. [15]. Contrary to the SAT domain, a lot
of the benchmarks were tractable for complete MUS enumeration. In particular, in case of 238
benchmarks all algorithms completed the enumeration. The remaining 195 benchmarks were
intractable for at least one of the algorithms, and thus are objects of our evaluation.

Implementation As in the case of the SAT domain, we used our implementation3 of DAA,
and the original implementations of MARCO2, ReMUS3, and TOME3. All implementations
use Z3 [18] as the satisfiability solver, miniSAT [21] for maintaining a symbolic representation
of the search space, and a custom (but the same) implementation of the shrinking procedure.

Results Figure 3 offers scatter plots that compare individual algorithms on individual bench-
marks and Figure 2, part SMT, offers the cumulative view. Same as in the SAT domain, ReMUS
is the dominating algorithm. In particular, ReMUS found strictly more MUSes than all the
other algorithms for 94 intractable benchmarks. DAA, MARCO, and TOME were strictly
better than all the other algorithms for 18, 11, and 3 benchmarks, respectively.

4http://www.smt-lib.org/
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Figure 4: Scatter plots comparing the number of identified MUSes in the LTL domain.

3.3 LTL Domain

Benchmarks Since the applications of MUSes in the LTL domain have begun to be studied
quite recently [6, 5, 9], there is no publicly available database of industrial benchmarks (or
at least, we are not aware of it). Therefore, to obtain experimental data, we followed the
approach of Bauch et al. [5] and generated a collection of random benchmarks using the randltl
tool from the SPOT library [19]. According to statistics about the most common industrial
LTL formulas [20], the depth of a syntactic tree of an LTL formula is rarely higher than 5.
Therefore we generated formulas where the depth is at most 5. In total, we generated 100
benchmarks (sets of formulas) that use up to 15 variables (atomic propositions) and range in
their size from 150 to 250 formulas (constraints). Note, that compared to the SAT and SMT
domain, the benchmarks are relatively small in their size. This is caused by the complexity
of the satisfiability problem which is very high in the LTL domain. It would be intractable to
work with larger benchmarks.

Implementation The original implementation2 of MARCO supports only the SAT and SMT
domains, thus we reimplemented it3. We compared our reimplementation of MARCO to the
original implementation in the SAT and SMT domain and both implementations performed
the same, thus the use of our implementation in the LTL domain does not handicap MARCO
in comparison with other algorithms. We used the original implementations of ReMUS3 and
TOME3, and our reimplementation of DAA3. All implementations use nuXmv [14] as the
satisfiability solver, miniSAT [21] for maintaining a symbolic representation of the search space,
and a custom (but the same) implementation of the shrinking procedure.

Results In all of the benchmarks each algorithm found at least one MUS and all the bench-
marks were intractable for the complete MUS enumeration. The scatter plots in Figure 4
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together with the cumulative view in Figure 2, part LTL, indicate that TOME performed
conclusively the best. In fact, it found strictly more MUSes than its competitors in all the
benchmarks. MARCO was better than ReMUS finding on average two times more MUSes.
DAA was again conclusively the worst, yet it performed much better than in the other two
domains where it often found no MUS at all.

4 Recommendations

We have evaluated four different domain agnostic algorithms in three different constraint do-
mains and the results show that there is no silver bullet algorithm that would beat all the
others in all the domains. Here, we point out characteristics of the constraint domains and
benchmarks that affect the performance of the evaluated algorithms.

The MARCO [26] algorithm is based on shrinking, i.e. using a black-box domain specific
single MUS extraction algorithm as a subroutine. Therefore, it is very efficient in constraint
domains where efficient single MUS extractors exist. This is in particular the case of the
SAT domain, where the conjunctive normal form of formulas allows to significantly reduce
the number of performed satisfiability checks during the shrinking [8, 28]. However, MARCO
shrinks maximal unexplored subsets which are relatively large and very expensive to be shrunk
if no efficient shrinking algorithm is available.

ReMUS [12] is also based on shrinking, however it tends to shrink relatively small unsat-
isfiable subsets (seeds) by recursively reducing the search space in which are the seeds for the
shrinking searched for. The reduction is based on previously found MUSes and in order to
perform deep recursive calls, the input instance has to contain many similar MUSes [12]. More-
over, the larger the number of constraints in the input constraint set is, the more significant
reduction is possible. The SAT and SMT benchmarks in our evaluation contained thousands
or millions of constraints and also contained thousands of MUSes; thus the recursion was able
to fully manifest. On the other hand, the LTL benchmarks were relatively small and contained
much fewer MUSes.

TOME [11] also employs shrinking procedure and, similarly as ReMUS, tends to find rela-
tively small unsatisfiable subsets (seeds) for shrinking. However, instead of recursively reducing
the dimension of the search space, it uses binary search to find small seeds. The binary search
does not require the input constraint set to contain many MUSes and also does not require the
constraint set to be large. TOME shall be very efficient in constraint domains for which no
efficient shrinking procedure exists. On the other hand, in domains where efficient shrinking
procedures exist, the effort needed to find local MUSes might outweigh the effort needed to
perform the shrinking.

DAA [4] is the oldest of the evaluated algorithms and has been already shown before [26] to
be inefficient in the SAT domain. Our evaluation has shown that it is also very inefficient in the
other domains. Yet, in case of some benchmarks, DAA outperformed all its competitors which
means that it is at the end suitable for some kind of benchmarks. DAA exploits the duality [4]
between MUSes and the minimal correction sets (MCSes) that allows to extract MUSes by
first computing the MCSes. The more MCSes is already computed, the more MUSes can be
extracted. We conclude that DAA is efficient in the case of benchmarks that contain relatively
small number of MCSes which allows fast extraction of MUSes. However, it might not be easy
to predict how many MCSes are contained in a benchmark. Moreover, each benchmark might
contain up to exponentially many MCSes which is the reason why DAA in our experiments
often found no MUS at all.
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